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Royal Series Underbar  
Model Number System

Krowne is happy to announce our new line of bar equipment along with a more intuitive model number system.   
This change will increase our range of capabilities and simplify the process of combining different types of bar 
equipment while maintaining a consistent aesthetic and finish.

Uniform 6-1/2”H x 1-3/4”D backsplash 
across all Royal Series units.

All Krowne products have been updated on  
krowne.com, AutoQuotes and KCL to reflect  
the new Intuitive Model Number System.

All Royal Series models can be mixed on projects while allowing for a uniform finish. 

 � KR19 is our 19” depth (front to back) series

 � KR24 is our brand new, true 24” depth (front to back) series

 � KR29 is our brand new, true 29” depth (front to back) series

 � All KR19, KR24 & KR29 series units come standard with  
6-1/2”H x 1-3/4”D backsplashes for a uniform finish  
(optional 4"H backsplash available)

 � KR24 ice bins have 25% more ice capacity than our standard  
ice bins

 � Both KR19 and KR24 now have increased front skirt depth of  
13-1/2" on products compatible with speed rails to allow bottles  
to sit lower for streamlined bartender ergonomics.

Important things to note

KR24 = 24” Depth  
(Front to Back) KR29 = 29” Depth  

(Front to Back)KR19 = 19” Depth  
(Front to Back)

This is a top view of a KR24 series Drainboard next to a 
KR19 series Ice Bin.  The KR19 Ice Bin has a 19” depth, but 
becomes 24” depth when a speed rail is added.  This allows 
the Ice Bin to match the 24” depth of the Drainboard for a 
seamless finish to the bar.

This is a top view of a KR29 series Liquor Display next to a 
KR24 series Ice Bin.  The KR24 Ice Bin has a 24” depth, but 
becomes 29” depth when a speed rail is added.  This allows 
the Ice Bin to match the 29” depth of the Liquor Display for a 
seamless finish to the bar.

Adding a single speed rail to a KR19 unit will 
increase the depth 5” to match a KR24 unit.

Adding a single speed rail to a KR24 unit will 
increase the depth 5” to match a KR29 unit.
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